Gap Filling Exercise

Fill in the blanks.

1. This box is made .................................. plastic.
   - by
   - with
   - from
   - of

2. They made him .....................................
   - apologize
   - to apologize
   - apologizing

3. You look ........................................ your sister.
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4. I earn ................................ money than a barber.
little
less
lesser

5. I would like to spend .................................. my time cooking.
less
less of
few of
6. ________________________ people have stable jobs now.

   Fewer

   Less

   Lesser

7. If you want to lose weight, eat ________________________ food.

   less

   lesser

   few

8. One of the biggest men I had ever seen was ________________________ under a tree.

   lying
9. You .............................. have told her.

needn't

didn't need to

Either could be used here

10. There is a lot of work .................................

to do

to be done

Either could be used here
11. There was ........................................... to read.

- enough light
- light enough

12. He was told ........................................... smoking.

- to quit
- quitting
- quit

Answers

This box is made of plastic.
They made him apologize.
You look like your sister.
I earn less money than a barber.
I would like to spend less of my time cooking.
Fewer people have stable jobs now.
If you want to lose weight, eat less food.
One of the biggest men I had ever seen was lying under a tree.
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You needn't have / didn't need to have told her.
There is a lot of work to do / to be done.
There was enough light to read.
He was told to quit smoking.